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Gallopade International. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 160 pages. Dimensions:
7.4in. x 5.3in. x 0.6in.Avery, Ella, and Evan love wildlife. . . but some wildlife is just wilder than
others! In this exciting mystery, these real kids, and new friends, encounter a whole lotta shakin
going on in rattlesnake country! But when that shakin is coming from an about-to-strike rattlesnake
Y-Y-Yikes! Before they know it, the kids are mixed up in an adventurous mystery where clues require
them to use their best science, technology, engineering, and math skills to find the answers! Can
they solve the mystery before the rattlesnake strikes! Before they know it, the kids are mixed up in
an adventurous mystery where clues require them to use their best science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM) skills to find the answers! Mystery books have always been a great
higher-order, critical thinking genre, and the real Kid characters in this series eagerly get into using
high-demand STEM skills to solve each mystery!In this mystery, there are additional pages filled
with STEM materials you can use to learn about and solve problems such as: 1. Impress your friends
with your knowledge of rattlesnake facts2. Discover angles3. Examine engineers, what they...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through book. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like the way the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Pascale Bernhard
Completely essential read publication. It is really basic but excitement in the fi y percent of the book. You will not really feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you ask me).
-- Lexie Paucek PhD
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